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The company being studied is the Hong Kong
Regional Office of a multinational Ship Classification
Society, Dets norske Veritas, with Head Office in Norway.
The main area of business is to survey ships for ship
owners, and to certify that a certain standard is achieved
for these ships, which will then be qualified for
insurance.
The study reviewed that there are areas of
improvement in the organization, both to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness. Mott of the problems arise
because firstly it is impossible for the management to
control some of the external environmental factors and
secondly, the management information has not been
organized in a systematic way. For example, the management
cannot forecast the demand of work requested from the
customers, it follows that planning of manpower for
efficient.running of jobs cannot be done properly.
Besides, the present manual system of storing survey data
is found to be very inefficient, thus reducing the
productivity of the surveyors.
After consideration of a number of options, it is
recommended that a microcomputer based Management
Information System (M.I.S.) using an integrated approach
is a viable solution to the problem. The proposed M.I.S.
comprises of six sub-systems covering Ship Data, Survey
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Data, Accounting, Finance, Project Management and
Marketing Information. All sub-systems share the same
database to minimize the efforts in updating data and to
ensure data integrity. Initially the system only cover the
major area of activity at the Office, which is Ship-in-
Service, so as to ensure that the resources will be
allocated in the most cost effective way. There will be
much benefit after installation of the system, such as
improved efficiency and effectiveness, providing
competitive edge in jockeying for position and management
function can be carried out more effectively.
In the report, the present situation was
analyzed, followed by the justifications leading to the
recommended system. Then the system design was outlined,
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Managers always use information to perform their
tasks, so the subject of management information is nothing
new. What is new is the current availability of better
organization of large amount of information. The
innovation that makes this possible is the computer.
Nowadays, the microcomputers are getting more and more
attractive, both in terms of price, storage and processing
power, Management Information System (M.I.S.) is no
longer the privilege of large enterprises which can afford
to buy large computers. In this age of information
technology explosion, even small companies can have their
own microcomputers to assist their running of business.
Actually, in many areas the information requirements of a
small company are not less than that of a large one. The
company we studied is the Hong Kong Regional Office of a
multinational company, Det norske Veritas (DnV) The
complexity of its operation establishes a prima facie
justification of implementing a formal and systematic
Management Information System.
In our study, we have concentrated on the Hong
Kong Office, which is one of the fifty DnV's worldwide
Regional Offices. We recognize that there are differences
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among them. However, there should be some merits in
general application to offices other than those in Hong
Kong, subject to modifications to suit local conditions.
In the project, we have aimed at studying the
feasibility of implementing a Management Information
System for the Hong Kong Regional Office of DnV, therefore
we have not gone into writing of programs of the system.
Management Information System
Definition
Although the term Management Information system
has been around since the mid-sixties, there is still no
universal agreement as to its meaning. In this study, we
have used Management Information System to include all
data processing within the company.
We use the following definition for Management
Information System: The formal and informal systems that
provide past, present, and projection information in a
written and oral form relating to the firm's internal
operations-and its environment. It supports the managers
and employees and key environmental elements by furnishing
information in the proper time frame to assist-in decision
making.
This Is a very broad definition. As far as this
study is concerned, more emphasis is placed on the formal
1 Raymond McLeod, Jr. Management Information
System. 3rd edition. Science Research Associates, Inc.
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systems and written information. Informal systems and oral
information will not be specifically considered.
Also, the Management Information System will not
give information to support the key environmental
elements, for example, stock holders and Inland Revenue
Department to make decisions. Only the internal members of
the company, that is, the managers and employees, will be
the users of the information. Of course, this may include
higher level managers in the organization in Det norske
Veritas who are not normally resident in Hong Kong.
Management Information System and
Operating Information System
The company is a total system. This total system
is composed of subsystems designed to carry out activities
achieving company objectives. M.I.S. is one system while
O.I.S. (Operating Information System) is another. There is
always confusion between M.I.S. and O.I.S.
The O.I.S. carries out individual operations and
transactions required for the day-to-day running of
business., There are literally thousands of such
transactions daily. Yet management .cannot afford time to
be involved in all these. They must be so organized and
consolidated that the data can be converted into a form of
information useful to managers. The M.I.S. uses this bank
of data as a basis for its processing.
Besides the data from O.I.S., M.I.S. also uses
data from the external environment. These include the
local community, national, international economy, taxation
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system, etc. It combines all this information, processes
them and generates reports to let the managers know the
past and present situation and project future position of
the firm.
From the above, we see the differences between
O.I.S. and M.I.S. In practice, especially in a small
organization like the one we studied, it is always not
easy to distinguish between M.I.S. and O.I.S. Hence in
this report, some sub-systems may also be part of O.I.S.
The Company
Det norske Veritas (DnV) is a ship classification
society based in Norway. It was established in 1864 by a
pool of Scandinavian insurance companies and mainly dealt
with surveying of ships to ensure that they possessed a
certain standard in order to be qualified to be insured.
Since the eighties, DnV has been actively looking for
opportunities to become internationalized so as not to
confine to the Scandinavian market. This was followed by
changing its worldwide offices into profit centres. These
Regional Offices are reporting to the Head Office in
Norway and they have a certain degree of autonomy in
conducting business in their own regions. However, due to
the international nature of the shipping business, these
offices need a lot of assistance from the Head Office. The
Regional Offices have to pay for services done by the Head'
Office. Hence an internal market has also been
established.
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Besides inspecting ships, DnV also inspects
industrial plants onshore. With the development of
offshore drilling in North Sea in the late seventies, DnV
also diversifies into the offshore market by certifying
offshore drilling platforms. A lot of these steel
platforms are similar to ship structures. However, there
are works involving concrete platforms which are outside
the knowledge of the naval architects and marine
engineers. So DnV has to employ civil and structure
engineers. Also, with the advent of computer technology,
engineering analysis is mostly done by computer and
naturally, DnV also employs software and hardware
engineers.
In this way, DnV has been developing from a
Scandinavian ship classification society into an
international enterprise dealing with ship classification,
offshore engineering, industrial services, software
development and leasing. It now has a worldwide staff of
about 2,500 of which half is working at its Head Office in
Norway, while the others are deployed in 100 countries
throughout the world.
The Regional Office in Hong Kong
The region covers China, Taiwan, the vnilippines
and Hong Kong. Each area has its own specialized
a+-1 17 t-1 PS_
China
the main activities in China-for the moment is new
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ship building. When DnV secures a contract in China,
surveyors will be sent to the ship building yards and
supervise the building. For Ships-in-Service, i.e. ships
which are sailing and subject to survey, the survey jobs
have to be delegated to the China Classification Society,
in accordance with the Chinese Laws.
In the past two years, there is a tendency of more
and more foreign shipyards and ship owners order marine
products from factories in China. Constantly, DnV has to
send surveyors to China for inspection.
Taiwan
Ships-in-Service is the main activity in this
area. DnV has a one man office iti Taipei. There is a lot
of work involved in re-certification of second hand marine
products, for example, anchors, diesel engines, etc. for
the ship scrapping business.
The Philippines
Due to insufficient work, there is only an agent
in Manila. The work is Ships-in-Service.
Hong Kong
It is the Regional Office acting as a resource
centre for other offices in the region. Also, it has the
responsibility of monitoring the financial performance of
the region.
The key staff of the office comprises the regional
manager, marketing manager (offshore activities, China)
7and four surveyors. Besides carrying out surveys for
Ships-in-Service in Hong Kong, it also coordinates survey
work in China and the Philippines. In addition, survey
reports of ships belonging to Hong Kong owners are
returned to Hong Kong for scanning, no matter where the
surveys are carried out.
Objectives
Although M.I.S. is a new subject, a lot of
Management Information Systems have been developed for
manufacturing companies and trading firms only. These
systems can be readily implemented to the firms with minor
modifications. However, for a small yet complex and unique
organization like the Hong Kong Regional Office of DnV,
it is not easy to find a readily available M.I.S. for it.
Other reasons for such. difficulty are due to its
diversified activities and rapidly changing business
environment.
It is the objective of this study to investigate
and identify the needs for M.I.S. in DnV, Hong Kong as
well as to investigate the feasibility of implementing an
M.I.S. At the moment, it uses computer for different areas
including accounting, customer files, record of surveys
and records of survey reports received and scanned. They
are highly disintegrated and are used only by the
individuals to satisfy their own needs.
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Methodology
Collection of information was carried out through
personal interviews and observations. Because of the small
size of the company, questionnaire was considered not
necessary for. this study.
Through personal interviews, we obtained
information on the requirements of management with respect
to the data they need to perform their functions and to
make decisions. Inefficiency in the existing operation
method was also identified.
Apart from interviews we also observed the
operation of the present system so as to ensure that the
true picture of the business could be gathered. This was
important because the managers, being very busy in their
work, were unable to give all the information we needed.
After collection of information we then analyzed
the situation using the system approach. We examined
closely possible areas of the business, that could be
integrated, and whether computerization of these areas
would bring about benefits to the company. We then
investigated the feasibility of full implementation of the
M.I.S. in these areas.
9CHAPTER II
PRESENT SITUATION AND PROBLEM AREAS
After observations. on the operation. of different
activities within the company and interviews carried out
with the management and employees, problems and
opportunities in different areas were identified.
Shipping services account for about 70 percent of
the total income. Among these, about 80 percent is
generated by Ships-in-Service (S.I.S.) activities while
newbuilding and Certification of Material and Components
(C.M.C.) contribute the other 20 percent. In view, of
this, more emphasis was placed on the shipping services in
our study.
The accounting system was also studied since this
is a popular area where M.I.S. can be extensively utilized
to streamline the operation or to provide essential
management information..
The existing operation in each area of the
information system was studied and the performance and
efficiency was evaluated.
Ships-in-Service Activities
The Hong Kong office normally carries, out surveys
on about 1.20 ships annually. The figures for Taiwan and
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the Philippines are about 80 and 40 respectively.
The S.I.S. Survey
When a surveyor receives a request for survey, the
first thing he has to check is the survey status of the
ship. This is included on a monthly survey status listing
which is posted to each survey office from the Head Office
in Norway (Appendix 1). The survey status includes a
complete list of previous surveys performed. on the ship,
including the date of the last survey and the due.. date for
next coming survey. When the surveyor is onboard, it is
his duty to remind the captain what type of surveys is to
be done.
The surveyor will then start checking the
condition of each component in accordance with the survey
requirements. He will note down any defects and ask the
shipowner to rectify. Very often some defective items
cannot be rectified in time, because the spare parts are
not readily available, or there is insufficient time to
carry out the repair work. The surveyor may then credit
the survey,, but he will issue a Recommendation (RC or
RS)l, which is an order by DnV that a certain thing has to
be carried out before the due date. It is also the
surveyor's duty to ensure all Recommendations to be
carried out. When the defects have been rectified, he will
1 RC means Recommendation to be carried-out, RS
means Recommendation for the survey.
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delete the Recommendation on the report.
The completed survey reports have to be sent to
the Head Office for vetting. The surveyors at Head Office
will then update the monthly listing.
There are a number of documents for use by the
surveyors when they carry out surveys on ships in service.
These documents are described in the following paragraphs.
Ship Register
The Ship Register is a book listing all ships
classified by DnV, together with their particular'°details.
The particulars of ship such as type, size,
tonnage, etc. are important for the surveyors attending
the ship since the surveyors can have a general idea of
the ship. These particulars are normally remained
unchanged throughout the life of the ship.
Survey Check List
The survey requirements are described fully in Det
norske Veritas' Rules for Classification of Steel Ships.
As it is impossible to bring all the books describing the
Rules onboard, all the survey items for each survey as
stipulated by the Rules are summarized on a Survey Check
List. This acts as both a reminder for the surveyor and
when completed, is also an official survey report- a
document verifying that a certain survey has been carried
out. (Appendix 2 and Appendix 3)
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Survey Report
There are some occasions where a Survey Check List
is not sufficient to report all the survey results. For
example, when the surveyor feels that he has to report in
more details on certain item, then he has to write a
separate report in addition to filling in the Survey Check
List. (Appendix 4)
Problems in Manpower Planning
The Regional Manager pointed out that it was
difficult for him to plan manpower requirement for S.I.S.
activities. He said that firstly it was difficult to
predict the number of ships requesting for surveys. These
ships were trading worldwide and it was up to the
shipowners to decide at which port the surveys would be
carried out. So the workload of S.I.S. surveys fluctuated
from time to time and sometimes the surveyors were very
busy while at slack time they had nothing to do.
Secondly, the time spent by the surveyors in
surveying ships varied according to the type of surveys
and the conditions of the particular ship. In order to
cope with the extreme workload, sometimes he had to asked
for surveyors to be. temporarily transferred from offices
within the region or even from offices in other regions.
The Hong Kong Office would then have to pay for the
expenditure incurred. Very often, this arrangement was
impossible because surveyors in other regions might be
occupied too. Even with such arrangement, the quality of
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surveys being carried out by surveyors under such a heavy
workload was difficult to be assured.
He further pointed out that there was no project
management system to assist him in manpower planning,
control of the work progress, expenditure, and appraisal
of project performance. He felt that there was a need to
have such a system to handle the activities.
Problems in Assessing Ship Condition
The Regional Manager also mentioned that. it was
not easy for a surveyor to assess the condition of a ship
as the structural designs and machineries of modern ships
were becoming more and more sophisticated. Usually the
surveyor had no knowledge about the ship before coming
onboard. So he had to acquaint with himself the ship
condition during his few hours' staying onboard. To have a
complete check of every item was of course impossible, so
the surveyor's experience in selecting the important items
was vital in discharging his duties. Sometimes a very
experienced surveyor might also overlook some serious
defects because information available to him beforehand
was insufficient.
In the existing system, the defects found out by
previous surveys but not yet rectified were recorded as
Recommendations. These were listed on.. the ships record
which was updated and sent to each survey office every.
month. However, these were only the most serious items
which had to be dealt with. For-those less ser.ious items,
there was no record at all.
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From our discussion with the surveyors, they
agreed that the quality of survey could be much improved
if the surveyors had more detailed information on the ship
condition before they came onboard.
Problem in Reporting Procedure
During the stuay we rouna out tnat the survey
items were different for different types of surveys.. In
order to ensure that the surveys were carried out in
accordance with the survey requirements, the surveyors had
to bring along with them the Survey' Check Lists onboard.
If the surveyor was satisfied with a certain item, he
would put an X against'that item on the Survey Check
List. Otherwise, he would issue a Recommendation on that
and he would record an R at that item. If the item was
not ready for inspection at the time of survey, he would
put an N (Not considered). Sometimes there were items
which did not exist onboard, the surveyor would then mark
an N/A to.denote those items were not applicable for
that particular ship. The-completed Survey Check List
would then become the survey report.
We also noticed that in the survey report, most of
the items were marked with X. If a surveyor wanted to
search for the past survey records of a particular ship,
he had to scan through the bulk of the survey reports only
to find out a few items which were not marked with X and
needed to pay attention to. It would be better if there
.was a system consolidating these items on individual
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ships. The situation could also be improved if all the
N/A items found out from past survey records could be
marked on the Survey Check List beforehand, so as to
reduce the time for each survey. Of course, this would be
a cumbersome procedure if done manually, and errors could
also be resulted.
In the present system, the survey reports have to
be sent to Head Office in Norway for vetting. The aim of
such vetting is to ensure that the surveys are carried out
in accordance with the survey requirements. This is a
time-consuming process as previous survey records have to
be extracted for checking of consistency.
Problem in Invoicing,Procedure
After each survey, the surveyor had to calculate
the survey fee numeral based on the physical dimension of
the ship plus traveling time required. The survey fee
numeral would then be converted to local currency amount
by multiplying a factor, which was standardized by the
Head Office. He would then prepare the draft of invoice
and send to the secretary for typing. This was a time
consuming process and was very inefficient in the present
system.
There were some surveys not charged by standard
fee numeral, but by time spent. In this case he had to




There nave been totally lb vessels Duilt to unv
class in this region since 1981. The work of ship
newbuilding activities is quite different from that of
S.I.S. A newbuilding process starts from shop work
(cutting of steel plates in steel workshop), through panel
building, block assembly, keel laying, block joining,
launching, fitting of machineries and berth testing, to
sea trial and then delivery. Whenever DnV is awarded a
project in ship newbuilding, a surveyor has to be-employed
or transferred from other regions to be the resident
project manager. He has to ensure that the ship is built
meeting the required standards, and he will be assigned to
the project when the shop work begins until the ship is
delivered.
There are about 50 newbuilding yards in the Far
East which have potential to build ships to DnV class.
Each.yard has a fixed capacity to build a certain size and
number of ships per year. Its capacity is very often
limited by the building berths, capacity of cranes and
number of workers.
Problem Areas
As a ship classification society, DnV does not
have a systematic way to monitor the capacity level and
activities in each newbuilding yard. Hence the marketing
plan towards the yards cannot be formulated and DnV seldom
initiates contact with yards. In the past, DnV had lost
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many contracts due to loose contacts with the yards. The
management felt that if there was a database of different
yards in this area, the marketing people could use this to
formulate appropriate marketing strategy towards the
yards, they would be easier to make contact with potential
yards.
C.M.C. and Offshore Activities
Most of the C.M.C. (Certification of Materials and
Components) and offshore activities are in Taiwan and
China.
The problems encountered so far. are the same as
those of S. I. S. activities. The workload is also
fluctuating and it is difficult to forecast the manpower
requirement. As C.M.C. activities are relatively simple
jobs,. allocation of.surveyor to do them is easy.
For offshore jobs, at present,, *no surveyor in the
Hong Kong region is qualified. Surveyors from other
regions have to be deployed to do the job. The Hong Kong
Regional Office only acts as project coordinator and is
also responsible for the financial performance. The job
nature and scope of work varies a lot. It can be
feasibility study of building a pipe laying barge,
preparation of bidding document or inspection of all
offshore Alatforms of an oil field..
Accounting and Finance
The accounting and finance system of DnV, Hong
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Kong is basically identical to all other regions because
this is a centralized system for the whole group.
Procedures are laid down in the Executive Financial




Although users of the system find it generally
easy to work with, due to the activities of the group are
diversified, some financial items which are important
elsewhere are not necessary the, same to Hong Kong region.
However, they have to be presented to the Head Office
monthly.
Credit and Collection
In an engineering services organization like DnV,
work in progress and accounts receivable constitute the
largest components of investment. It is therefore possible
to improve'the financial situation if the accounts
receivable can be reduced.
According to standard procedure, the credit period
is 30 days. In case this is not paid after the due date,
first reminder will be sent 10 days later. If the client
still do not pay, second reminder will then be sent
stating that legal actions will be taken unless the debt
is settled immediately.
But in practice, this is seldom followed because
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there is no system to monitor the financial position and
creditability of the customers. Sometimes DnV carries out
services to clients who will not pay. This is especially
serious in S.I.S. activities. Since the depression of
shipping industry started a few years ago, many ship
owners have gone bankrupt. A lot of accounts receivable
then became bad debt. Due to lack of co-ordination within
the group, the Hong Kong Regional Office of DnV continued
to offer services to a shipowner which was a well known




From the analysis of present system and problem
areas, we find that organizational ineffectiveness exists
in the Hong Kong Regional Office of DnV.. The problems
arise mainly in four areas:
1. At operational level, the historical data are not
well-organized. Therefore although the survey procedures
are well-defined, quality of the surveys being carried out
is questionable.
2. On the organizational planning side, the present
situation of wait for call makes work forecast
difficult. The planning function of.the Office is
therefore weak.
3. The control function is also far from
satisfactory. Project appraisal- highly relies on
management intuition and there is no guideline to control
the work of surveyors. Also, the control on accounting
side is very loose.
4. At the strategic planning and policy formulation
level, as the marketing function has not been carried out
properly, it is difficult for management to formulate the
marketing strategy.
We consider that it is not possible to overcome
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these problems by manual means alone. With the advent of
computing technology available today, we think that to
develop and implement a M.I.S. would be an effective
solution based on the following reasons:
1. The amount of data to be processed is large and
the trend is seen to be rising. It would be inefficient as
well as ineffective if rely on manual means alone.
2. The increasing power of computer, especially
development of microcomputer, together with the decreasing
price of hardware, have made electronic data processing
very effective.
Having established that it is necessary to use
computer based M.-I.S. to improve the organizational
effectiveness, the next step is to consider ways of
developing the M.I.S. We have considered two approaches:
1. Using the present decentralized approach, allowing
each divisional manager or surveyor to develop computer
systems to suit their own needs. This would enable more
efficient use of staff time as the surveyors can develop
programs when the workload is not heavy. No doubt the
system developed would suit the user's requirement most.
However, such a fragmented approach can only solve some of
the problems at operational level. Other management
problems must entail the use of a larger database covering
a wider scope.
2. Re-design a completely new M.I.S. incorporating
all areas of DnV activities by a centralized team of
analysts and programmers- although this would be an ideal
solution, it should be borne in mind that the activities
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in DnV group of companies are very diversified and, in
fact, not all of them are important in terms of revenue to
the group. Therefore it would be wasting resources to
computerize those activities of minor importance. On the
other hand, introducing too drastic a change would cause
excessive disturbance to the existing system and the
resistance from both management and staff would be very
strong.
Both of these two approaches are not suitable and
therefore we recommended that in order to minimize
disturbance to existing system, the new M.I.S. should aim
at computerization of the most important activities of the
Hong Kong Regional' Office, and gradually covering other
areas when such needs arise in future. The work is better
done by a centralized team'of analysts and programmers to
facilitate better co-ordination. This software development
team is available from the present staff establishment of
DnV. Of course, if such system is proved,to be effective
after its implementation, the system can be modified to
cover activities in other Regional Offices. In examining
the existing business activities of DnV in Hong Kong,
S.I.S. activities are the major area of business and
therefore it is worthwhile to consider developing a M.I.S.
for these activities. In the ship newbuilding business,
the work nature is self-contained for each project and is
quite different from that of S.I.S. As the amount of
revenue to the company is relatively small, it is not
justifiable to develop a system to cover the activities in
this area. However, it is worthwhile to develop a database
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on the ship yards in order to monitor the market
condition. For C.M.C. activities, as they are relatively
simple, the demand for a M.I.S. to handle this is not
high. Also,. due to diversified nature of offshore'jobs, it
is not possible to develop a M.I.S. to cover all the work
in this area and on the other hand, it is also not
justified to devise a M.I.S. for each individual project.
As some of the'S.I.S. activities share the same
database, for example, survey data and ship register, the
whole of the M.I.S. should be viewed as a single system,
which is further divided into'' sub-systems to perform each
type of function. The system to be designed should be very
user-friendly. It'should be menu-driven with on-screen
help facilities built in wherever necessary. Details of





The M.I.S. composes of six Sub-systems, namely
Survey, Ship data, Accounting, Finance, Project Management
and Marketing. All Sub-systems access a common database so
that no duplication of efforts in updating data is
necessary.
DnV (HK Regional Office)
Management Information System
Project Market-FinanceAccount-ShipSurvey




Figure 1- System Overview




This Sub-system will automate most or the
company's survey activities. At present, these activities
highly rely on manual processing and are prone to error.
There are many kinds. of survey performed by. the
company, but the most usual types are Annual General
Survey, Sighting Survey, and Hull Periodical Survey.
However all types of survey are actually very similar from
system point of view. They all require firstly, before the
surveyor carries out survey, data to be printed on past
surveys performed for the ship. Secondly,- there are Check
Lists for all types of survey requirements. Thirdly, they
need processing of survey data collected by surveyors and
finally, survey reports have to be printed.
As each type of survey differs from other only by
the list of items to be surveyed, if each type of survey
maintain its own data file structure, it would be
necessary to develop a sub-system for each type of survey.
This would end up with a very complicated system which is
of course undesirable. It has also been observed that
during surveying, it is only necessary 'to record those
defective items, which normally does not exceed fifteen.
So it-is possible to use a datafile with fifteen fields to
store the defective items, the coding of the defects. and
recommendation required. However, in order to. cater for
extreme conditions, there would be.facilities built in the
Sub-system to store the survey data in another new record
if the number of defective items exceed fifteen.
The structure of survey datafile is given in
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Appendix 5.
The Survey Sub-system can perform the following
functions:
1. Before surveyor starts a survey, he can extract
information on survey history of the ship, so that he can
be alert of any serious defective items on the ship
encountered before. The survey database provides very
useful information to the surveyors.
2. A Survey Check List for a particular type of
survey can be printed on request. This provide useful
information to the surveyor so that he will not miss out
any necessary survey item. Also those survey items which
are not applicable to that particular ship will be listed.
A small datafile is necessary to store information on the
survey requirements for each type of survey meeting the
standards of various countries. The type of survey is




Hull and Periodical Survey HUSUR
The structure for the survey requirement files is
shown in Appendix 6.
3. After the surveyor has carried out the survey, the
data collected will be entered to the computer. As it is
only necessary to store the defective items, the data to
be processed will not be too many. Together with menu-
driven and on-screen help facilities, the task can be
easily handled by a trained operator. Most of the survey
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data will be stored in coded form in order to minimize
storage. A sample of such coding is shown in Appendix 10.
The operator need not memorize the coding as on-screen
help facilities will-be incorporated in the system. In all
printouts, the data will be decoded to enable easy
reading.
In each survey, apart from the data item which can
be standardized in codified form, there are memos and
recommendations in textual form to describe the
conditions of the ship and the remedial action required.
Such information will be useful for future reference.
After discussion with management, it was agreed that a
space of 200 would be sufficient for the surveyor to fully
describe what he needs. However, 'it is recommended that
the surveyors should use standard abbreviations for such
purpose. The standard abbreviations can be found in the
Office Manual.
4. In the present- manual system, it is necessary to
send the draft survey report to the Headquarters for
vetting before issue to the ship owner, which would take a
considerable time. Actually, this process involves only
checking of consistency and assurance of compliance with
standards. After implementation of the system, 'the survey
reports need not be send to Headquarters for vetting as
the system will incorporate many consistency check and
will also make sure that the report complies with
standards. So the process of issuing survey reports to
ship owners can be speeded up which means better service
to the customers.
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5. Apart from processing survey data, calculation of
survey fee, which is now done by surveyors themselves, can
also be performed by the system. The calculation is quite
cumbersome and therefore from time to time, it is not
unusual to have customers complaining error in the amount
of survey fees payable by them. This part of the system
















Figure 2 - The Survey Sub-system
Ship Data Sub-system
For the company, knowledge on the basic data on
all ships being surveyed is very important for
identification and information. These data include name,
identification number, flag, tonnage, size, etc. Therefore
it is essential to maintain a data system for this type of
information, so that whenever management requires,
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information on any ship can be extracted readily. Using
identification number as the key field, all these basic
data on ships can be linked with `other Sub-systems, so as
to reduce the amount of data stored in the-system.
As most of these data are not subject to constant
change during the life of the ship, there would be little
updating effort required. Therefore the editing facilities
need not be too sophisticated.
For management information, statistics*on a
particular group of ships are very useful, for example,
the name of owners who have most greatest business contact
with the company, or the largest type of ship currently
being surveyed by the company. In order that such
statistics can be produced, it would be better to maintain
index files for certain fields so as to enable fast
production of statistics. At this preliminary stage, the
fields identified include owner's name, type, class and
date of build. On screen menu will be incorporated to
guide the operator to build any index files on any field
so that management will not be limited by the existing










Figure 3 - The Ship Data Sub-system
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Structure for Ship Data File is shown in
Appendix 7.
Accounting Sub-system
This Sub-system will make use of the present
computerized accounting system of the company. At present,
the system stands on its own and bears no relationship to
the surveying activities.
In the proposed approach, accounting will form an
integral part of the whole Management Information System.
It will provide important input to the Project Management
and Finance Sub-system and relates closely with Survey
Sub-system. Once the survey data have been input to the
survey data file, this Sub-system will process the
accounting statements such as invoices to customers, and
updates the accounting files. Thus these type of data need
only be entered once and only once. By this method the
integrity of data can be assured. and duplication of effort
will be eliminated.
The Sub-system, like most of the accounting
system, will be further divided into modules like accounts
payable, accounts. receivable and general ledger. The
accounts payable module will manage all outward payments
to creditors. As invoices from creditors are captured into
the system, reports are generated to provide accurate and
timely information on payments. Therefore the credibility
of the company can always be maintained. It will also
facilitate better cash flow planning as with the aid of
timely and informative reports, cash'can be scheduled with
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other purpose until the very last minute for payment.
For-accounts receivable module, it will handle all
types of related transactions to truly reflect the status
of debtor accounting. A suite of control reports including
monthly statement, debtor aged analysis and debtor ledger
will be provided. Comprehensive debtor analysis will aid
management to determine the credibility of debtors.. In
calculating the survey fees receivable from customers, it
is the practice of the company to use-physical
characteristics of the ship, for example, length,-.breadth,
gross registered tonnage as the basis' of fee numeral. As
these data are readily available from the ship, data file,
the fee numeral can be easily calculated as long as the
ship identification number has been provided to the Sub-
system. For transportation fee, as the traveling time has
been stored in the survey data file, again it is not
necessary to input the data again. Apart from reducing
duplicate efforts in inputting data,' the integrity of fee
calculated can be assured. This is, in fact, one of the
many advantages of using integrated approach to the
information system.
The fee numerals will then be converted to local
currencies by multiplying the equivalent currency rates.
Invoices and other accounting statements will. be presented
in local currencies.
Payroll will also be incorporated in this Sub
system. Data such as.employees' salaries, allowances, out-
of-pocket expenses claimed etc. will be entered into this
Sub-system, the corx esponding pay-in slip will also be
32



















Figure 4b - The Accounting Sub-system
Finance Sub-system
Using most of the data in Accounting Sub-system,
the Finance Sub-system is used to respond to management's
request on "what if" questions. For example, management.
may ask "what would be the revenue if we increase the
survey fees by 5 percent", or "what would be the financial
implication if we employ three more surveyors". The Sub-
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system will allow users to select any of the accounting
items for manipulation. As a convenient means, standard
items will be selected for several pre-designed financial
reports, for example, pro-forma income statement and pro-
forma balance sheet. For all reports, .the following
forecast methods will be available:
Previous year
With this selection the system will automatically
take the last year's .actual data and place the amount in
the FORECAST column.
Previous year+/-
This selection will automatically calculate
whatever percentage (increase or decrease) indicated by
the user based on the last year's actual. data and will
post the result in the FORECAST column.
Previousear year + trend
This selection will automatically calculate the
difference between the last two years and add that total
to the this year total to attain the new FORECAST. Two
years history is needed before selecting this method.
Trend line analysis
This method is calculated by using the least
square method and at least three years history is needed.
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Apart from performing forecast function,
statistical reports will be generated to print the entire
history of each type of account, for example, accounts
payable, accounts receivable etc.
One of the functions of the Finance Sub-system is
to prepare budget files for input to Project Management
Sub-system. This allows surveyors to input the budget
costs for major survey items, either based on his own
judgment, or using historical data retrieved from
Accounting Sub-system with adjustment to suit current
situation. Easy and interactive data editing facilities














Fiqure 5 - The Finance Sub-system
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Pro-lect Management Sub-system
The Project Management Sub-system will inurouuce d
iew concept to the company management. Most of these
activities now rely on the intuition of management. After
implementation of this Sub-system, management can compare
the project expenditure with budget figures from time to
time so that cost overrun can be identified at an early
stage. This is possible because in the Accounting Sub-
system, each cost item will be associated with the project
concerned so as to ensure that cost will be attributable
to the job itself. Therefore as long as the accounting
entries have been made by the operator, management can
readily access to these cost data and make comparison with
budget file prepared very-easy., This not only enable
management to have tighten control on project expenditure,
but also they can have an appraisal on project
performance.
In most of the project management systems, time
scheduling is an essential part and there is of course no
exception to the DnV M.I.S. Fortunately, the timing of
each project is relatively simple and the deadline for
each event is normally fixed by management, with little
intervention from outsiders. Using the dates in survey
data file, and comparing the deadlines set by management,
a detailed list of project scheduling can be available.
Reports can be sorted according to individual
surveyors carrying out the project, so that the
performance of each surveyor can be evaluated. Although it
is only possible to check the surveyors' performance
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'quantitatively', such as comparing the average time
required to carry out a particular type of survey, time
required to complete survey reports etc., which do not
necessary correlate directly with the surveyors'
performance, information can still be useful to management
as an indicator of the productivity of each surveyor.
Together with other background information, such as
appraisal reports by supervisors, it is believed that
better and more equitable promotion and reward system can
be formulated.
Apart from reviewing performance, this Sub-system
will also be capable. of forecasting workload. This can be
done by listing the ships with survey due dates falling
within the forthcoming period of say, three to six months.
With the background information extracted from the Survey
Sub-system, for example, the types of survey to be done,
condition of ships etc., management can have a better
estimate on the amount of work that would be involved in
the near future, so that they can schedule the manpower,
more efficiently.-Checking of the shipping schedule* can
give an idea *of whereabout of the ships at that time and
thus enable a better estimate of the workload by
calculating the arrival time of the ships.
Using the list of ships that will arrive in near
future, the surveyors can also approach the shipowners
asking whether they want to have their ships to be
surveyed at Hong Kong. By this means more accurate















Figure 6- The Project Management buD-systeiu
Marketina'information Sub-system
The development of marketing uncLIULI U I_liG
company is still at...a very primitive stage. However,
management are becoming more and more aware of the
benefits of reinforcing the marketing ..function of the
company. At present, the company's information on the
shipping industry is very fragmented and is not very well
organized. The source of information relies heavily on
journal news, rumors and news heard from friends in the,
industry. These pieces of -information are kept in files
and are extracted manually. Although the secretaries try
very hard to maintain and update the information, the
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extraction process always takes quite a long time ana
sometimes some of the information cannot even be located.
Therefore marketing decision has always been found
difficult to make and marketing strategy difficult to
formulate. The Sub-system-is thus designed to improve the
information extraction process, thereby improving the
marketing function of the company.
There are two important areas for marketing
information in the shipping industry. One is the
information on ships in service and the other is the
building of new ships.
As the potential customers of the company are the
shipowners, 'a database on the information about shipowners
is needed. The information to be stored are company names,
contact persons, total number and average age of the ships
and classification society percentage. The average age of
ships provides background information on the customer
profile. The name of contact person is very important as
r
he is the key person for the company to start business
negotiation. In any future further development of the Sub-
system, the personal characteristics of these contact
persons can-even be stored.
In addition, by comparing the total number of
ships owned by the shipowner with those being classed by
DnV (total number can be extracted from Ship Data File),
management can assess how close the business link is the
customer has with the company. If the percentage of the-
customer's fleet being classed by DnV is low, management
can then further explore the opportunity of increasing
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business with the customer. Other set of information
stored in this Sub-system which relates to the proportion
of the customers' ships being classed by different
classification societies can provide a general knowledge
on the competitors' profile.
In order to obtain a full picture on building of
new ships, it is necessary to set up and maintain a
database of the activities in all major shipyards. The
data to be processed, apart from particulars of the
shipyards such as dimension of building berth and dry-
dock, crane size, number of workers etc., are the schedule
of ship building and the physical dimensions of the ships.
The schedule includes the dates for shop production, keel
laid, launching, berth test and most importantly, the date
of delivery. As different shipyards can build different
number of ships at the same time, in order to store the
ship data more efficiently,- shipyard data and ship data
are stored in different files and linked by the shipyard
identification number.
Using this part of. the Sub-system, management can
project, for the forthcoming years, the details of ships
that will be in service and their physical
characteristics. Also, management can approach the ship
owners at an earlier stage to explore business. If
subsequently any of the new ships are classed by the
company, the physical data of the ship can be transferrer
to the Ship Data File.
File structures for this Sub-system are shown in











Figure 7 - The Marketing Information Sub-system
Hardware Configuration
Generally, there are three categories of computer
available to user's choice, namely, mainframe computers,
minicomputers and microcomputers. Mainframe computers are
capable of handling very large jobs with large quantity of
data, and support multiprogramming and multi-users.
However, the price of mainframe computers is very high and
therefore it is not economical for a relatively small
business like the Hong Kong Regional Office of DnV to
install one. For minicomputers, although the price is much
lower than that of mainframe, at a trade-off of reduction
in storage capacity and processing,. power, the cost is
still too high. Also, the scale of this project does not
necessitate the use of mini or mainframe computers.
Judging from the amount of data to be processed, we
consider that microcomputers can be used. The first reason
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is that the processing speed and storage capacity of
microcomputers available nowadays are powerful enough for
application of many small business, as in this case.
Secondly, the price of microcomputers is much lower than
that of mainframe or minicomputers. Thirdly, there are
many application softwares available in the microcomputer
market, so that the company can also use the computer for
other areas of application such as word processing,
spreadsheet etc. Finally, microcomputers are more user-
friendly and are therefore much easier to use.
We therefore propose the hardware configuration as
detailed below:
1. One central processing unit with 16 bit 80286
processor, with clock speed of 10 MHz, 1M RAM on board,
with multifunction card and monochrome graphics
adapter, plus monochrome display. (AST Premium/286
model)
2. One hard disk of formatted capacity of 20MB.
3. One floppy disk drive of 1.2MB formatted capacity.
4. 80 characters x 24 lines monochrome display.
5. Epson FX-1000 dot matrix printer.
Software Required
The disk operation system to ne usea is PC DOS
Version 3.2 or higher. The system software chosen for the
development of the M.I.S. software is dBASE III PLUS
because it is very fast in file operations such as
indexing, deletion and addition of records. In addition,
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its programming language is easy to use thus program
development time can be reduced. Besides, it has Local
Area Network capability built in, so that when the usage
of the system is increased, more machines can be installed
to form a network for processing and retrieval of data.
As mentioned in Chapter III, all the application
software will be developed by DnV software development
team.
Interface with Existing Computer Facilities
At present, the company have already installed a
number of microcomputers for different purposes like
processing customer files, accounting, survey records etc.
Due to lack of co-ordination in the past, these programs
and data were developed separately to perform just a
single task for a particular purpose. The programs may be
written in BASIC, FORTRAN or-simply a set of macros in
LOTUS 1-2-3. One option of developing the new M.I.S. is to
develop interface programs to link all existing programs
which can form part of the M.I.S. However, due to
diversified-nature of the programming language and data
file structure used for these programs, the work involved
in developing interfaces would not be less than that of
developing a completely new system. Besides, the system
developed in such a way would be difficult to -use, thus
defeating the objective of being user-friendliness..,
Therefore such an approach is not recommended for
developing the whole system except for the Accounting Sub-
system, the reasons are described in the following
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paragraph. In order to minimize the effort of entering
large quantity of data again, interface programs should be
written to transform those data in existing system to the
new system. However, for those types of data which are not
too large in quantity, it would be simpler to just re-
enter the data instead.
On the other hand, for the Accounting Sub-system,
we recommend that initially most of the existing programs
to be retained in the new system for the following
reasons:
1. The accounting system is a corporate standard of
DnV and in order to conform to this standard, the Hong
Kong Regional Office should not develop a system which is
different to those of the Head Office and other Regional
Offices of DnV..
2. Both the management and operation staff are
familiar with the existing accounting system, in order to
minimize disturbance to the running of 'the business, it
would be better to conform to the existing system at the
moment.
3. Although some interface programs would be
necessary to be written in order that this Sub-system can
be integrated into the whole M.I.S., the programming
effort is still small when comparing that of developing a
new Accounting Sub-system, thus the system can be
implemented earlier. As the accounting programs were
written in BASIC, there would not be any major problem in
developing the interface programs.
Moreover, in the long term it- is still worthwhile
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to redevelop the new Accounting Sub-system using the same
language of the whole system so as to facilitate easy
maintenance and usage, as well as to improve the
performance of the system. However, this would require
approval from the Head Office and the chance of granting
such approval would be higher if a proven. record of
success for the new M.I.S. is achieved. Therefore it is
recommended that one year after implementation of the
M.I.S., the issue of redeveloping Accounting Sub-system
should be considered in more detail because by- that time,
management can have a better idea on the value of the
system.
After implementation of the new system, the
existing computers will not become obsolete. They can
still be used for word processing, technical computing and





After management's approval is given to implement
the Management Information System, we estimate that the
whole project will take eight months to complete, with one
month contingency being allowed for. The proposed
implementation plan is shown in Figure 8.
As shown in the plan, we also estimate that one
analyst will be required to supervise the project, with
two programmers as his assistant. The staff are already
available within the organization and therefore the
initial mobilization time will be very short. Also as DnV
have got very experienced programmers, their work need not
be supervised by the analyst all the time. Instead, it is
only necessary for him to review and check the work done
by the programmers at regular intervals. At any other
time, he can work on other projects as well. This form the
basis of our estimate of manpower requirements. We
estimate that four man-months are required for the system
analyst and 15 man-months are necessary for the

































Cost Estimate of the System
The total initial investment in the system
required is estimated to be HK$ 360, 000. A summary of the







Detailed breakdown of each cost item is given in
Appendix 11.
In addition, there will be recurrent cost of about
HK$ 12,000 per annum for maintenance and operation of the
system, as detailed below:







Benefits After Implementation of the System
In assessing the benefits after implementation of
the system, both the tangible and intangible ones have to
be considered.
We think that the most important benefit is that
the efficiency of the organization will be much improved
by then. For example, the present tedious procedure of
drafting invoice and calculation of survey fee by the
surveyors manually will be done more effectively by the
system. Therefore the professional staff time will be
saved to enable them to concentrate more on their the
technical side of their work. In addition, the surveyors
can access the historical survey data on the ships more
readily, the quality of surveys to be carried out would
then be much improved. This means that better service to
the customers can be provided.
From the new system, management can extract much
more information than before. For example, they can
monitor closely the expenditure of each project and
appropriate remedial action can be taken earlier. They can
also have more information on the customers and on the
market, which is very useful for formulation of the
business strategy. Adding to these are the facilities
provided for planning of manpower, project planning and
financial planning, which are not possible without•a
comprehensive M.I.S., thereby improving organizational
effectiveness.
As the efficiency is improved, no doubt the
service can be provided at lower cost. Management can
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either otter price reauction to Lne customers, Li1U5
capturing larger market share, or to maintain the same
price level. Both approach would eventually bring more
profits to the organization.
After successful implementation of the system, the
experience gained here can be introduced to the Head
Office and other Regional Offices. As the Hong Kong Office
will become the leader of the Group in this area, the
morale of its staff and management will be very high. It
would not be unreasonable to predict that the productivity
would be greatly increased by then.
All in all, there will be much benefit getting out
of the system, which is not easily quantified. We arE
confident that the return bring -about by introducing the




The surveying profession, like many other
business, is facing very keen competition. In order to
gain competitive advantage, the business must be run in
more effective way. Clearly productivity and
organizational effectiveness are key factors in almost all
competitive-situation. The most productive and effective
competitor does not always win, but a low-productivity and
low-effectiveness competitor can only expect to survive
and prosper in a monopoly situation.
After careful study of the situation at the Hong
Kong Regional Office of DnV, introducing the Management
r
Information System covering major areas of the survey
activities, which is Ship-in-Service, is a cost effective
solution to improve organization effectiveness and to
increase the productivity.
The proposed M.I.S. adopts an integrated approach
to the design of the system. By this means the integrity
of data can be achieved, thus assuring the quality of the
system and the information extracted from it.
The system development work will be done in-
house, as DnV have already got the team of experienced
system analysts and programmers. It will take-about eight
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months to complete and the total initial investment will
be HK$ 360, 000. However the cost is very small when
comparing with the benefits brought about by the system.
Being cost-justifiable, we consider that
introducing microcomputer based Management Information
System to the Hong Kong Regional Office is feasible and
strongly recommend the management to grant their approval,




SAMPLE OF MONTHLY SURVEY STATUS LISTING
DnV,HongKong Ships-In-Service1986 Dnv,HongKong Ships-In-Service1986
PROJ.NO.HIPNAME 10.NO.SURVE.DATESURVEYITEH RSP/GOYREP.DATEDAYSURVEYDRDEP ARR OT-FMOT-TOTRAVELLING PROJ.NO.SHIPNAME ID.NO. EXSPNAME
85-068 ApolloJet 13062 86 1 17 31 85-068 ApolloJet 13062
85-079 Star Iaurus 9985 86 1 6 46 85-079 Star Taurus 9985
85-113 Husiog 4638 86 1 6 21 85-113 Musing 4638
85-119 Astolia 799686 1 2 : AnualCargoGear 86 1 2 86 1 17 15 845 1145 Boat$198 85-119 Aetolia 1996
86-001dyvi Tero 12810 86 1 6 RedewCEC,TradeCert., boiler FH 9151330 FH'scar, Boat$600 86-001 DyviTern 12810
86 1 7 : RenewIMDchenicalcode 86 1 7 86 1 16 9 FH, PJ 10001500 Taxi$35,Boat$155 86-001DyviTern 12810
86-002ONTung 9217 86 1 6 Side danage FH 13301700 FH'scar 86-002 ONTung 9217
86 1 8 Bowdamage,Tailshaft, Bottor FH 930 1230 FH'scar 85-002 ONTung 9217
86 1 10 Side& Bowdamage FH 14001630 Taxi/MTR/Minibus$35 86-002ONTung 9217
86 1 11 : Side& Bowdamage 86 1 13 86 1 14 3FH 800 1130 FH'scar 86-002 ONTung 9217
86-003 M-I-H-S DSRK861 14: Hatchcoverdamage 86 1 14 86 1 14 0 FH
915 1130 Boat 86-003 M-T-M-S DSRK
86-004 NewEast Sea 1106586 1 17 RC,CMS,ALL FH 9001330 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 1 20 Cargogear FH 900 1200 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 1 29 C/G,S/Gfoundation,propeller FH 9001300 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 1 30 Propeller FH 13001430 FH'scar 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 2 1 Cargogear FH 10451215 boat 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 2 2 Bottoa FH 14301730 15001700 FH'scar 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86 2 4 : AGS,AIOPP,IIOPP 86 2 4 86 2 21 17 FH 900 1045 86-004 NewEastSea 11055
86-005 EncounterBay 889286 1 20 Hull damage
14001600 Boat 86-005 EacounterBay 8892
86 2 1 Hull damage 730 1045
Boat
86-005 EncounterBay 8892
86 2 6 : Hull damage 86 2 6 86 3 20 42 FH 800 1000
Boat
86-005 EncounterBay 8892
86-006 MarerskHandler1245186 1 22 CMS FH
915 1145 Boat 86-006MaerskHandler12451
86 1 24 : CMS,RC,RA 86 1 24 86 2 4 11 FH 14001630 Boat 86-006 MaerskHandler12451
86-007 OnDing 7571 86 2 1 SPS FH 12151500 12001400 86-007 OnDing
7571
86 2 5 SPS,LLrenewal FH 900 1500 86-007 OnDing 7571
86 2 7 SPS FH 9001430 86-007 OnDing 7571
86 2 17 SPS,AGS,CCCRenemal FH 900 1715 86-007 OnDing 7571
86 2 18 Cranetest FH 15301845 17001800 86-007 OnDing 7571
86 2 19 : Cranetest 86 2 19 86 3 31 40 PJ 900 1600 86-007 OnDing
7571
86-008 Finntiaber 794486 2 6 : Annualcargogear, CMS. 86 3 20 42 FH
10001215 Boat$260 86-008Finntiaber 7944
86-009 JebsenTauranga1396286 2 6 : AGS,ALL,AIOPP,AEO,IMona 86 2 6 86 3 20 42FH
16152015 17002000 86-009JebsenTauranga13962
86-010Newhailee 3902 86 2 4
86 2 18
86 2 14 FH







86-011 BarberTonsbe.11651862 17: AGS,MC-dkannual,ALL,CHS
86 2 17 86 3 20 31 FH 13001600 86-011 BarberTonsbe.1165
86-012 HerculusJet 133186 2 18 Enginedasage
86 2 22 Enginedasage
86 2 26 Seatrial





















SAMPLE OF SURVEY CHECK LIST
FormNo. AG40.6
ANNEX TO REPORT OF issued December85
PERIODICAL SURVEY. Nameof ship
DET NORSKE
Veritas Id. No Survey timeSURVEY CHECK LISTVERITAS
TYPE OF SURVEY: Annual General Survey- Main Class
1.)1)Hull/Closing appliances1.
3.7 Communication between bridge
and steering gear space tested1.1 Hull generally surveyed
Alternative power supply inclusive3.8Closing appliances generally surveyed1.2
remote steering control andNote: For ships with an International Load
rudder angle indicator on theLine Certificate the inspection of the
bridge testedclosing. appliances is covered if
Applicable for ships built in acc.prescribed annual load line survey is
with VERITAS 1984 Rulescarried out
Anchor, chain, windlass and mooring1.3
equipment surveyed
Boilers/Pressure vessels4.Watertight doors in W.T. bulkheads1.4
surveyed and local/remote control
tested 4.1 Main boilers, auxilliary oil fired
boilers and exhaust gas boilers
with their mountings/fittings
externally surveyed2. Machinery/Electrical plant
4.2 Pressure vessels with their
mountings/fittings externallyMachinery, boiler spaces and shaft2.1
surveyedtunnels surveyed with attention to the
general cleanliness
Shielding of H.P. fuel oil pipes and2.2
insulation of exhaust gas pipes surveyed 5. Fire protection
Closing appliances on short sounding2.3
pipes surveyed Operation of manual/automatic5.1
Quick closing of valves on fuel oil tanks2.4 fire doors tested
tested 5.2 Closing arrangement for skylights
Remote stopping of fuel oil pumps and2.5 and dampers in ventilation ducts
fans tested for engine/boiler room tested
2.6 Communication arrangement between Emergency escape routes from*5.3
bridge and machinery control positions machinery/boiler spaces surveyed
tested
2.7 Bilge system incl. bilge wells surveyed
2.8 Bilge pumps and bilge level alarms 6. Cargo system
tested
Main switchboard, generators incl.2.9 Cargo systems in vessels intended6.1
emergency source of power and switch for supply services to offshore
gears surveyed installations surveyed as required
2.10 Emergency sources of power incl. for class notation supply vessel
automatic/manual connection tested
Note: For Alternative Survey Arrangements of
Machinery, see Form No. AS 70.68 7. Cargo Safety Construction
Certificate
3. Steering gear
7.1 When authorized, the certificates
have been endorsed3.1 Main and auxiliary steering
arrangement incl. piping and oil filters
GENERAL SURVEY STATUSsurveyed
3.2 Megger test found necessary and
Upon completion of present AGS:insulation resistance measured
3.3 Main and auxiliary steering tested
3.4 Any surveys or recommendations still overdue?Remote and local control system tested
Yes No3.5 Alarms and indicating lights tested incl.
control steering system
If Yes, commented on in letter Yes3.6 Rudder angle indicators tested
NB:Repairs to be reported on Form No. 40.9a. Place:
Remaining items and possible deficiencies to be
given as recommendations on Form No. RPS 11.1.
Date:1) Marks to be used:
X = To the surveyor's satisfaction
N = Not surveyed/tested (RS given)
R = Not in order (RC given) Surveyor:N/A= Not applicable
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE OF COMPLETED SURVEY CHECK LIST




Veritas Id No. Survey timeSURVEY CHECK LIST
2 Hr.
TYPE OF SURVEY: Annual General Survey - Main Class
1)1. Hull/Closing appliances
3.7 Communication between bridge
1.1 Hull generally surveyed and steering gear space tested
1.2 Closing appliances generally surveyed 3.8 Alternative power supply inclusive
Note: For ships with an international Load remote steering control and
Line Certificate the inspection of the rudder angle indicator on the
closing appliances is covered if bridge tested
prescribed annual load line survey is Applicable for ships built in acc.
carried out with VERITAS 1984 Rules
1.3 Anchor, chain, windlass and mooring
equipment surveyed
1.4 Watertight doors in W.T. bulkheads
surveyed and local/remote control 4. Boilers/Pressure vesselsN/A
tested
4.1 Main boilers, auxilliary oil fired
boilers and exhaust gas boilers
2. Machinery/Electrical plant with their mountings/fittings
externally surveyed
2.1 Machinery, boiler spaces and shaft. 4.2 Pressure vessels with their
tunnels surveyed with attention to the mountings/fittings externally
general cleanliness surveyed
2.2 Shielding of H.P. fuel oil pipes and
insulation of exhaust gas pipes surveyed
2.3 Closing appliances on short sounding
pipes surveyed 5. Fire protection
2.4 Quick closing of valves on fuel oil tanks
tested 5.1 Operation of manual/automatic2.5 Remote stopping of fuel oil pumps and fire doors testedfans tested 5.2 Closing arrangement for skylights2.6 Communication arrangement between
and dampers in ventilation ducts
bridge and machinery control positions for engine/boiler room testedtested 5.3 Emergency escape routes from2.7 Bilge system incl. bilge wells surveyed
machinery/boiler spaces surveyed2.8 Bilge pumps and bilge level alarms
tested
2.9 Main switchboard, generators incl.
emergency source of power and switch 6. Cargo systemgears surveyed
2.10 Emergency sources of power incl. 6.1 Cargo systems in vessels intendedautomatic/manual connection tested
for supply services to offshoreNote: For Alternative Survey Arrangements of
installations surveyed as requiredMachinery, see Form No. AS 70.68 N/Afor class notation supply vessel
3. Steering gear
7. Cargo Safety Construction3.1 Main and auxiliary steering.
Certificatearrangement incl. piping and oil filters
surveyed
7.1 When authorized, the certificates3.2 Megger test found necessary and
have beeninsulation resistance measured
(short term) issued3.3 Main and auxiliary steering tested
3.4 Remote and local control system tested
3.5 Alarms and indicating lights tested incl.
control steering system
3.6 Rudder angle indicators tested
NB: Repairs to be reported on Form No. 40 9a. Place: Hong Kong
Remaining items and possible deficiencies to be
given as recommendations on Form No. RPS 11.1
1) Marks to be used: Date: 18 February 1986
X = To the surveyor's satisfaction
N = Not surveyed/tested (RS given)






SAMPLE OF SURVEY REPORT
FormNo. 40.9a
DET NORSKE VERITAS CASS




Cargo Gear Quadrennial Survey
Upon request from the owners' representative, the
Undersigned attended onboard said vessel in
January/February 1986 while she was lying afloat
in Hong Kong Harbour for Quadrennial Survey of
the Cargo Gears. These include 2 off cargo
derricks and 3 off deck cranes.
The winches derricks and their accessory near
were inspected and tested and found to be in
order:
Proof Load (MT) SWL (MT)
Derrick port fwd 10 8
Stbd fwd 810
Crane no. 1 6 6
2 6 6
6 6
See also certificate no. SL86-0054 and SL86-0055










SurveyorCopy to ship F. Ho
DetnorskeVeritashasnoliability for lossor damagecausedbyits bodies,officers, employeesor otherswhoact underassignmentbythe Foundation,whetheror
notsuchpersonhasactedintentionallyor negligentlyandwhetheror notthe lossor damagehasaffectedthe ownerof a ship, facility or system,or a shipyardor
otherswhohaverequestedthe Foundation'sassistance,or anythird partywhowithouthavinganycontractualrelationswith the Foundationhasactedor made
arrangementsIn relianceondecisionsmadeor informationgivenbyor onbehalfof the Foundation.






FILE STRUCTURE FOR SURVEY DATA FILE
MeaningField name Type Width Decimal
Ship identification no.5NIDEN_NO
Date of surveySUR_DATE D 8
Next survey due dateDSUR_DUE 8
Survey office (in abbr.)OFFICE C 3
SURVEYOR Surveyor name (in abbr.)C 3
DRPT_DATE 8 Survey report issue date
4SUR_DEP N Surveyor left off. time
SER_ARR 4N Surveyor arrive off. time
TRAY TIME N 4 Surveyor traveling time
DEFECT1 N 1 Defect item number 13
RESULT1 C 2 Survey result 1
DEFECT2 1N 3 Defect item number 2
RESULT2 C 2 Survey result 2
DEFECT15 N 3 1 Defect item number 15
RESULT15 C 2 Survey result 15
RECOM_NO N 2 Survey recommendation no.
RECOMMN C 200 Survey recommendation
RECOM_DUE D 8 Recommendation due date




FILE STRUCTURE FOR SURVEY REQUIREMENT FILE
MeaningField name Type Width Decimal
Survey item no.13NITEM_NO





FILE STRUCTURE FOR SHIP DATA FILE
Field name Type Width Decimal Meaning
N 5IDEN_NO Ship identification no.
FLAG C 3 Flag of ship
SIGN-NO N Signal no.5
OFF_NO N 5 Official no.
NAV AID C 5 Navigation aids
NAME C 12 Name of ship
PRE-NAME C 12 Previous name of ship
OWNER C 20 Name of owner
PORT C 12 Port of registry
GR_TONNE N 5 Gross tonnage
Net 'tonnageNET-TONNE N 5
DEAD-WT N 4 Dead weight
DRAUGHT N 6 3 Draught
LEN_OVL N 6 2 Overall length
BR_EXTREM N 5 2 Breadth extreme
DEP_HOLD N 5 2 Depth in hold
DEP_MOULD N 5 2 Depth moulded
RISE_FLR N 3 Rise of floor
KEEL N 5 2 Bare keel
MAIN-CL C 3 Main class
ADD_CL C 3 Additional class
(Continue on next page)
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FILE STRUCTURE FOR SHIP DATA FILE (CONT'D)
Field name Type Width Decimal Meaninq
DATE-CL D 8 Date of first classed
in DnV
DATE-CA D 8 Date of class assignment
TYPE C 12 Type of ship
CAPACITY N 5 Capacities
2NHATCH-NO No. of hatchways
DERRI_NO N 2 No. of derricks
CRAN_NO N 2 No. of cranes
WINO NO N 2 No. of winches'
PUMP-NO N 2 No. of pump rooms
PUMP-CAP N 3 Pump capacity
ENG_PLACE C 20 Place of engine
CYL_NO N 2 No. of cylinders
ENG_DATE D 8 Date of build of engine
ENG_TYPE C 12 Type of engine
ENG_POWR N 5 Engine power
BOILR_DATE D 8 Date of build of boiler
BOILR_NO N 2 No. of boilers
STEAM_PDI4 N 4 Steam production
NS PRH'P PRS 3 Superheat pressure
S PRHT TEM N 4 Superheat temperature
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APPENDIX 8
FILE STRUCTURE FOR SHIP OWNER FILE
MeaningField name TDe Width Decimal
Name of owner20CNAME
Address of owner60CADDRESS.
Telephone no. of owner10CTEL
Name of contact person 120CCONTACT1
Title of contact person 110CTITLE1
Name of contact person 220CCONTACT2
Title of contact person 210CTITLE2
Name of contact person 320CCONTACT3
Title of contact person 310CTITLE3
Total no. of ships3NSHIP-NO
Average age of ship2NAVG_AGE
Percentage classed by LR2LR_PERCENT N
Percentage classed by ABS2NABS_PERCEN
Percentage classed by BV2NBV PERCENT
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APPENDIX 9
FILE STRUCTURE FOR SHIPYARD FILE
MeaningField name Type Width Decimal
Name of shipyard20CNAME
Address of shipyard60CADDRESS
Telephone no. of shipyard10CTEL
Name of contact. person 120CCONTACT1
Title of contact person 110CTITLE1.
Name of contact person 220CCONTACT2
Title of contact person 210CTITLE2
Name of contact person 320CCONTACT3
Title of contact person 310CTITLE3




8D Date of ship 1 shop productnSHOP_PDN1
Date of keel laid of ship 18DKEEL LAID1
Date of launching of ship 18DLAUNCH1
Date of berth test of ship 18DBER_TEST1
Date of delivery of ship 1D 8DELIVERY1
Date of keel laid of ship 58DKEEL_LAID5
Date of launching of ship 5D 8LAUNCH5
Date of berth test of ship 58D.BER TEST5
Date of delivery of ship 5D 8DELIVERY5
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APPENDIX 10

















DETAILED BREAKDOWN OF NON-RECURRENT LUSH
1. Hardware cost
HK$ 30,OOQa. AST Premium/286 system unit
+ 20 Mb Hard Disk+ Monochrome Display
5,002b. EPSON FX-1000 Dot Matrix Printer
Total 35,000
2. System software
HK$ 600a. PC-DOS Version 3.2
5,500b. dBASE III PLUS
Total 6,100
3. Staff cost in development of the application sottware
HK$l20,000a. System analyst (.5 man-months)
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